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12 NOV 2022 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 
 
SUBJECT: ROAD CAPTAIN AND TAIL GUNNER SELECTION PROCESS POLICY 11-1-22 
 
 

1. Members who desire to become a Road Captain Candidate (RCC) or a Tail Gunner Candidate (TGC) 
must coordinate with the Chapter’s Senior Road Captain (SRC) for screening and scheduling of 
training/certification.  Candidates must demonstrate mastery of the Chapter’s Group Riding 
Manual and Chapter Road Captain Manual and be committed to the utilization requirements of 
becoming a Chapter RC/TG. Further, a candidate will not be approved for training/certification 
unless he/she has proven to be a competent and seasoned rider within the Chapter and remains 
in good standing with the CVMA®.  
  

2. All Candidates, once approved for training, will conduct at least two check rides as a TG and three 
check rides as a RC as part of the certification process.  Whenever possible, the Candidates will 
TG and RC a group of already certified RCs during their training.  However, the Candidate’s last 
check ride will be with a larger group made up of various Chapter members to replicate the 
conditions a certified RC will lead in once certified.  Upon completion of these check rides and If 
the Senior Road Captain assesses that those five rides successfully met the standards per the 
Chapter Road Captain Manual, the SRC will recommend certification to the CEB for approval.   
 

3. A Candidate who only wishes to certify as a TG cannot lead/plan rides as an RC.  Only a certified 
RC can lead/plan rides.  However, an RC can be utilized as a TG for any group ride or, as an 
additional RC in large group rides in the event the group needs to be divided based on size.  To be 
clear, the goal is to have as many RCs as possible and very few TG only position holders.  While RC 
is significantly more challenging than Tail Gunning, we are a riding chapter and therefore have a 
heavy requirement for multiple RCs.  TG only positions will be limited. 
 

4. If the CEB approves the SRC’s recommendation, the Candidate is then added to the Chapter’s RC 
Roster as an RC or TG and will be issued a certificate of training and a patch reflecting the title 
Road Captain or Tail Gunner.  This patch, once issued by the Chapter, will be worn in the same 
manner as an officer’s patch on the member’s vest. 
 



5. Once a Candidate is added to the roster of RCs/TGs for the Chapter, it shall be understood that 
this will be treated as a duty position for the Chapter.  As such, you will be required at a minimum, 
to lead/plan/tail as appropriate to your qualification, at least one ride per quarter per calendar 
year (minimum four per year).  Failure to do so without valid reasoning (medical, mechanical, no 
longer in good standing, etc.) will result in loss of RC/TG status.  You will then be required to turn 
in your patch to the Chapter Quartermaster.  The goal is to train and certify volunteers who are 
willing to dedicate their time to ensuring we have sufficient RCs/TGs to lead our Chapter rides 
safely and frequently. Moreover, the skills required to maintain sufficient proficiency as a RC are 
subject to attrition and require routine riding in that capacity to remain proficient. 
 

6. The Chapter Quartermaster will order and maintain enough RC and TG patches for award upon 
certification at Chapter Meetings. 
 

7. This Policy supersedes all previous policies and procedures.   
 

8. The Chapter SRC is the Point of Contact for this policy.  
 
 
 
 

 Julius “Caesar” Horvath 
LM # 22298 
Chapter 23-7 
Commander 

 
 
 
 
 


